
Dear Business Person,

There is no finer gift than a book: it educates, it enlightens, it inspires, and it provokes discussion.  
Watermark Books & Cafe is standing by and ready to help when businesses want to buy books in 
bulk.  Whether rewarding a department, acknowledging a client base, or inspiring your employees 
to perform or learn, we can give you suggestions, special pricing, and the most up-to-date product 
knowledge.  

All of us at Watermark Books & Cafe want to be your source for books--whether you’re buying one-
at-a-time or in bulk.  We know you can purchase books anywhere, but we’ll hope you consider 
that when you buy books from us, your local bookseller, you can often get the same pricing, lower 
shipping costs, and keep your money in the local economy.  

We offer the convenience of ordering online, but you can also call the store directly to get quotes 
and delivery information.  Our turnaround time for pricing is typically within a few hours, and we’ll 
make sure to get your books delivered as soon as possible. You can also schedule a meeting with 
Rebekah Rine, our Inventory Manager, or myself to get suggestions or to schedule a presentation to 
your team on the latest books for business.    

Some of our recent clients include travel agents, service clubs including Wichita Rotary, church 
groups, coaches, leadership educators, graduation and guidance counselors, teachers, and 
financial planners.  Plus, we can assist your company in hosting a guest speaker by managing the 
book sales for the author’s visit. 

Training, development, and life events are more memorable with the gift of a book in hand, and 
we’d like to help you make a lasting impression by providing your books.

Sincerely, 

Sarah Bagby
Watermark Books & Cafe
sarah.bagby@watermarkbooks.com

watermark books & cafe
business to business.
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“The purpose of business is to create and keep a customer.” 
― Peter F. Drucker



watermark books & cafe
meeting & cater-

meeting space
Watermark Books & Cafe offers three, distinct meeting spaces, and projection services 
and screen can be provided if  requested.

Author AutogrAph gAllery 
comfortably seats 15-18 attendees

StArry night room
comfortably seats 25-30 attendees

the BookStore
comfortably seats 150 attendees
can be used for a private event with a $500 minimum booking
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watermark cafe
the cafe offers seating for up to 75 diners, as well as full menus for breakfast, lunch, 
dinner, and coffee drinks. Visit watermarkbooks.com/cafe for a full catering menu.

CAtering
Watermark Cafe’s catering menu offers a variety of  dining options, from boxed lunches, to 
sandwich trays, to buffet breakfasts and dinners. Dessert and drink catering services are 
also available. 

watermark books & cafe
extra amenit ies.
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cafe manager
linDSey preWitt
lindsey.prewitt@watermarkbooks.com 

owner / event scheduling
SArAh BAgBy
sarah.bagby@watermarkbooks.com 

buyer / inventory manager
reBekAh rine
rebekah.rine@watermarkbooks.com 


